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S U M M A R Y
Stacking of ambient noise correlations is a crucial step to extract empirical Green’s functions
(EGFs) between station pairs. The traditional method is to linearly stack all short-duration
cross-correlation functions (CCFs) over a long period of time to obtain final stacks. It requires
at least several months of ambient noise data to obtain reliable phase velocities at periods of
several to tens of seconds from CCFs. In this study, we develop a new stacking method named
root-mean-square ratio selection stacking (RMSR SS) to reduce the time duration required for
the recovery of EGFs from ambient noise. In our RMSR SS method, rather than stacking all
short-duration CCFs, we first judge if each of the short-duration CCF constructively contributes
to the recovery of EGFs or not. Then, we only stack those CCFs which constructively contribute
to the convergence of EGFs. By applying our method to synthetic noise data, we demonstrate
how our method works in enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio of CCFs by rejecting noise
sources which do not positively contribute to the recovery of EGFs. Then, we apply our
method to real noise data recorded in western USA. We show that reliable and accurate phase
velocities can be measured from 15-d long ambient noise data using our RMSR SS method.
By applying our method to ambient noise tomography (ANT), we can reduce the deployment
duration of seismic stations from several months or years to a few tens of days, significantly
improving the efficiency of ANT in imaging crust and upper-mantle structures.

Key words: Computational seismology; Seismic tomography; Surface waves and free oscil-
lations.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Since it was demonstrated that empirical Green’s functions (EGFs)
between a pair of stations can be extracted from cross-correlations of
ambient noise (e.g. Lobkis & Weaver 2001; Snieder 2004; Shapiro
et al. 2005), surface wave EGFs extracted from ambient noise have
been widely used in seismic imaging of crustal and upper-mantle
structures (e.g. Yang et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008; Yao et al. 2008;
Moschetti et al. 2010; Luo et al. 2013; Luo et al. 2018; Wang
et al. 2019) and also in detecting velocity variation of media (e.g.
Brenguier et al. 2008; Lesage et al. 2014; Mordret et al. 2016).

Early theoretical derivations for the convergence of the Green’s
function from cross-correlations of diffusive fields require that the
diffuse fields are evenly distributed in space and the energy of nor-
mal modes is equipartitioned (e.g. Lobkis & Weaver 2001). How-
ever, ambient noise surface waves apparently cannot meet these
requirements, as seismic noise sources are unevenly distributed
(e.g. Stehly et al. 2006; Yang & Ritzwoller 2008; Yao & van der

Hilst 2009; Wang et al. 2016). Thus, in order to derive a concept
suitable for ambient seismic noise, Snieder (2004) worked out an
alternative derivation based on a stationary-phase approximation
which suggests that the surface wave EGFs can still be extracted
from seismic noise data as long as ambient noise sources are homo-
geneously distributed in stationary-phase zones, and the condition
of equipartition of different modes of surface waves is not required.

Thus, in processing ambient noise data, in order to make effective
sources nearly homogeneously distributed in the stationary-phase
zones, long durations of time-series are usually used, such as 1
or 2 yr of ambient noise data (e.g. Yang et al. 2007; Lin et al.
2008; Yang 2014), and time-domain normalization, such as one-
bit normalization or running-absolute-mean normalization (Bensen
et al. 2007), is adopted to normalize the energy from different
sources. The standard data processing procedures of ambient noise
as suggested by Bensen et al. (2007) involve (1) cutting continuous
ambient noise data into short-duration segments, such as daily or
hourly segments, (2) cross-correlating short-duration segments after
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the time-series are normalized, and (3) linearly stacking the daily
cross-correlations to form final CCFs (cross-correlation functions).
Bensen et al. (2007) suggested that the longer the duration of time-
series used in the cross-correlation is, the higher the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the resulting CCFs is and thus the more reliable and
accurate the phase velocity measurements can be obtained from
CCFs.

To suppress the contributions of energetic sources from earth-
quakes to CCFs, Bensen et al. (2007) use a running-absolute-mean
normalization method to normalize the whole duration of ambi-
ent noise data, making the energy from different sources more or
less uniform. Following Bensen et al. (2007), more data processing
procedures, mainly in the step of stacking, have been developed
to improve the SNR of CCFs. For example, Seats et al. (2012)
proposed a Welch’s method which shows CCFs converge to EGFs
faster by dividing time-series data into shorter and overlapping time
windows than by using long and non-overlapping time windows.
Schimmel et al. (2011) developed a phase-weighted stack (PWS)
method which shows that stacking short-duration CCFs using
weights according to the instantaneous phase coherence can greatly
improve SNR of surface waves extracted from ambient noise than
the traditional linear stacking procedures. Shen et al. (2012) pro-
posed a frequency–time normalization method to improve SNR
of EGFs. Cheng et al. (2015) developed an SNR-weighted stacking
technique to improve the quality of stacking results. Liu et al. (2016)
employed a probabilistic description of stacked cross-spectrum to
exclude data from small earthquakes and low-quality segments.
Moreau et al. (2017) developed a singular-value-decomposition
based Wiener filter technique to improve EGFs. Afonin et al. (2019)
obtained high SNR EGFs from high-frequency ambient seismic data
by setting stacking weights to CCFs via judging whether SNRs in-
crease during the stacking process.

In particular, Shirzad & Shomali (2014) developed a method
which stacks the short-duration CCFs based on the root mean square
(rms) of signal windows, a so-called rms-stacking method. In that
method, by ranking the rms of each short-duration CCFs and only
selecting the CCFs with their rms values larger than some threshold
value for linear stacking, Shrizad & Shomali (2014) demonstrated
that the rms-stacking method can achieve high SNR of EGFs by
using time-series as short as only 10 per cent of that used in tra-
ditional linear stacking method. However, by selecting those CCFs
with rms values larger than some threshold values in the signal win-
dows for stacking, this method alters the distribution of effective
noise sources. Thus, it is unclear if the resulting distribution of noise
sources still satisfies the requirement of nearly isotropic distribution
in stationary-phase zones, which calls into question the accuracy of
the resulting phase velocity measurements. Furthermore, it is also
unclear why the rms-selection method can significantly enhance the
SNR of resulting EGFs.

To address these questions, in this work, following Sharizad’s
rms-stacking method (Shirzad & Shomali 2014), we propose an-
other stacking method which selects short-duration CCFs based on
the ratio of rms of signal windows to the rms of noise windows,
rather than using the absolute rms in Shirzad & Shomali (2014).
By applying our method to synthetic noise data, we systematically
investigate why our method can improve the SNR of EGFs. Fur-
thermore, by applying our method to real noise data recorded by
USArray in the western USA, we demonstrate that our method
can obtain accurate phase velocity dispersion measurements from
CCFs only using about 15 d of ambient noise data, rather than at
least several months of data as the traditional linear stacking method
uses.

2 M E T H O D A N D DATA P RO C E S S I N G

The pre-processing procedures of ambient noise data we adopt in
our method are similar to those described in detail by Bensen et al.
(2007). Raw continuous noise data are first cut into daily or hourly
segments. The mean, trend and instrument responses are removed
from the daily or hourly segments. These segments are then band-
pass filtered at a period band of interest. Then, one-bit normalization
in time domain (Bensen et al. 2007) is applied to the segments to
suppress the earthquake signal from the seismic waveform data,
and spectral whitening is then adopted to whiten the spectra of each
segment to balance the energy of all frequencies. With the prepro-
cessed short-duration segments, we then perform cross-correlations
for each station pair. Rather than stacking all the short-duration
CCFs to obtain the stacked CCFs, here we adopt a selection pro-
cedure as described below to stack only those CCFs with positive
contributions to the SNR of CCFs.

Our stacking and selecting procedures consist of the following
two main steps.

Step 1: we first linearly stack each short-duration CCF to get the
stacked CCF. By referring to a group velocity model, we predict the
group arrival time (tmin, tmax) for the path between a station pair over
a period band of interest (τmin, τmax). We define a signal window
for signals between tmin–2 τmax and tmax + 2 τmax , and define two
noise windows: a ‘precursory’ noise window and a ‘trailing’ noise
window (Bensen et al. 2007). The ‘precursory’ noise window is
defined for signals between the zero lag time and the beginning of
the signal window; while the ‘trailing’ noise window is for the part
following the end of the signal window and with a delay of 4 τmaxin
time.

Step 2: we choose those short-duration CCFs that constructively
contribute to the recovery of EGF and only stack these selected
CCFs to get the final CCFs. To do so, we first calculate the rms value
of time-series within the signal window and also the rms of time-
series within the two noise windows. We then calculate the ratio of
these two rms. Rejecting one short-duration CCF for stacking may
cause the change of this ratio. By judging the change of this ratio,
we then decide whether to discard or retain a short-duration CCF
for stacking.

The RMSR SS is defined as below,

sr =
N∑

k=1

akck (1)

where Sr is the final stacked CCF from our RMSR SS method;
k represents the number of all short-duration CCFs; the ak is the
stacking weight of 0 or 1 for each short-duration cross-correlation
ck

, determining if we retain or reject the kth short-duration CCFs.
ak is determined by the following equation:

ak =
{

1 if Qk ≤ G
0 if Qk > G

(2)

where Qk = Rk
Rn

, Rn is the ratio of signal-window rms to noise-
window rms for the linearly stacked CCF using all the N short-
duration CCFs. The Rk is the ratio of signal-window rms to
noise-window rms for the CCF with the kth short-duration cross-
correlation subtracted from the linearly stacked CCF. If a kth short
CCF positively contributes to the recovery of EGF, Rn will be larger
than Rk, leading to the value Qk smaller than 1. The more contri-
butions to the EGFs the kth short CCF has, the smaller the vale Qk

will be.
Therefore, in principle, we should set G to 1, retaining only

the short-duration CCFs which enhance the SNR of the stacked
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CCF. However, the value of 1 makes the selection so strict that
only a small number of CCFs will be retained in the final stack-
ing, especially in the situations that one only has a short dura-
tion of continuous waveform data. Therefore, we choose the exact
value of G depending on the quality of raw continuous seismic
data. Empirically, we take 1 + 1/N as the value of G. When we
have a large number of short-duration CCFs, the G of 1 + 1/N is
very close to 1, which will make the selection strict. And, when
the time-series are short, we can only obtain a small number of
short-duration CCFs, the G of 1 + 1/N will be larger, suggesting
our RMSR SS leaves more low-quality short-duration CCFs for
stacking.

3 A P P L I C AT I O N T O S Y N T H E T I C N O I S E
DATA

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness and mechanism of our
RMSR SS in improving the SNR of CCFs, we first apply our method
to synthetic noise data.

We emplace a pair of stations 200 km apart within a 2D domain
with a uniform phase velocity of 3 km s−1. Randomly distributed
sources are put in an annular ring with the distances to the centre of
the pair of stations ranging annularly from 150 to 600 km (Fig. 1).
Each source emits a wavelet into the homogenous domain with
a propagation speed of 3 km s−1. The waveform of each wavelet
from the sources is the second derivative of a Gaussian function
with a zero mean and a standard deviation of 10 s. The dominant
period range of the wavelet is 5–15 s. 10 000 sources are distributed
randomly in the annular ring in space and in time to generate a
time series of 500 000 s duration. The amplitude of each source
randomly varies from 0.5 to 1. And, white Gaussian noise with a
mean value of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.5 is then added into
the time-series. The spatial distribution of the sources is shown in
Fig. 1(a). In order to investigate which sources contribute to the
recovery of EGF, we record the origin time and location of each
source.

We first cut the 500 000 s long time-series into a series of 1000 s
long segments and perform the cross-correlations for all these seg-
ments after applying the pre-processing procedures described in
Section 2. We obtain a total of 500 short-duration CCFs. We first
linearly stack all of these 500 CCFs to get the stacked CCF. Then,
following our RMSR SS method, we judge which CCFs positively
contribute to the recovery of EGF following Step 2 of our method
as outlined in the preceding section, and then stack the selected
ones to get our stacked CCFs. When calculating the SNRs of CCFs,
we stack the casual and acasual legs of each CCF to form the so-
called symmetric component (Bensen et al. 2007) and calculate
SNRs for each CCF based on the symmetric component. Fig. 1
shows the comparison of CCFs obtained by our RMSR SS method
and the traditional linear stacking method. The waveforms of sur-
face waves from these two methods are very similar. However,
SNR of surface waves increases from ∼8 for the linearly stacked
CCF to ∼45 for the CCF based on our method, indicating the
advantage of our RMSR SS in enhancing SNR of surface waves
extracted from ambient noise. Here, we define the SNR of CCFs
as the ratio of the peak amplitude within the signal window to
the rms of noise in the trailing window, following Bensen et al.
(2007).

In implementing our RMSR SS method, we record which seg-
ments of noise data are rejected and which are retained in the stack-
ing. By tracking individual segments, we also record the locations of

sources contributing to the signals at the corresponding segments.
Thus, we can describe which sources are rejected and which sources
are retained in the stacking. In Fig. 2, we plot the distributions of
rejected and retained sources in two diagrams.

As mentioned in the ‘Introduction’ section, Snieder (2004) sug-
gested that only sources located in the stationary-phase zones con-
tribute to the recovery of the EGFs, while sources outside the
stationary-phase zones disrupt the convergence. Fig. 2(b) exactly
illustrates this notation showing most of the rejected sources are
located outside the stationary-phase zones, that is the two zones
within the two hyperbolas at each side of the two stations. We also
notice that the retained sources (Fig. 2a) still contain a lot of sources
located outside the stationary-phase zones, as these sources emit en-
ergy at a similar time with sources located in the stationary-phase
zones, which makes it impossible to completely reject sources lo-
cated outside the stationary-phase zones.

To investigate whether rejecting sources affect the phase velocity
measurements from the resulting CCFs, we measure and compare
phase velocities from CCFs obtained by our RMSR SS with those
obtained by the traditional linear stacking method. The phase veloc-
ity from the CCF using our RMSR SS is 2.99 km s−1, and the one
from the CCF using the linear stacking method is 2.987 km s−1, both
of which are very close to the model velocity of 3 km s−1, indicat-
ing our RMSR SS method does not alter the measured interstation
phase velocity from the resulting CCFs.

Our synthetic test demonstrates that our method can significantly
increase the SNR of cross-correlations mainly by rejecting sources
located outside the stationary-phase zones and suppressing their
destructive effects on the construction of EGFs.

4 A P P L I C AT I O N T O U S A R R AY DATA

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in improving
the SNR of stacked cross-correlations and evaluate the accuracy of
phase velocity measurements from the resulting stacks, we apply
our method to ambient noise recorded at USArray stations.

4.1 Ambient noise data processing

We select 234 stations located in western USA from the Trans-
portable Array and 124 stations from the US Backbone network
(Fig. 3) to have station pairs with interstation distances ranging
from several tens of kilometres to thousands of kilometres. We col-
lect continuous vertical-component ambient noise data recorded at
these stations from 2007 to 2008. Then, we follow the data process-
ing procedure as described in Section 2. Here, we cut the continuous
data into 3-hr segments rather than daily segments as most ambient
noise tomography (ANT) studies did (e.g. Bensen et al. 2007; Yang
et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008; Luo et al. 2013.). After preprocessing
noise data, we calculate 3-hr cross-correlations between all station
pairs. We adopt our RMSR SS method and the traditional linear
stacking method to obtain two sets of EGFs as we did for the syn-
thetic data. Only those CCFs with SNRs of surface waves larger
than 10 are retained for phase velocity measurements.

4.2 Comparisons of waveforms and SNR

We first compare the waveforms of CCFs based on the traditional
linear stacking method and our RMSR SS method. CCFs at the two
period bands of 15–26 and 23–37 s from two selected station pairs
are plotted in Fig. 4 along with their SNR. The paths of the two
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Figure 1. A simulation of randomly distributed noise sources. (a) The distribution of 10 000 random noise sources. The two red triangles present two stations
with 200 km apart. (b) A segment of 400 s waveforms recorded at stations A and B from the randomly distributed sources. (c) CCFs obtained by RMSR SS
and classical linear stacking. Surface wave signal windows are delineated by the pairs of red dashed lines. Note the SNR of surface waves increase from 7.55
for the CCF obtained using linear stacking to 44.58 for the CCF obtained from RMSR SS.

Figure 2. (a) The distribution of sources retained for stacking after the RMSR SS procedure, which displays denser sources distributed in the stationary-phase
zones compared to the rest areas. (b) The distribution of sources rejected for stacking. The solid blue hyperbolas outline stationary-phase zones, such that,
for any source located within the station zones, the traveltime differences for seismic waves emitted by that source to the two receivers are less than 1

4 period
of that wave. The two hyperbolas are calculated using the central period of 10 s for the 5–15 s period wavelets used in the simulation. Note that most of the
sources in the stationary-phase zones are retained because they positively contribute to the recovery of EGF.

station pairs are denoted in Fig. 3. The waveforms of 15-d CCFs
based on linear stacking and RMSR SS are similar to 1-yr linearly
stacked CCFs. The 15-d CCFs based on our RMSR SS method
have much higher SNR than those 15-d CCFs based on linear stack-
ing. The SNR of 15-d CCFs based on our RMSR SS method is
comparable to the SNR of CCFs based on 1-yr linearly stacked
CCF, demonstrating the superiority of our method in enhancing
the SNR.

In addition, we observe that 15-d CCFs based on linear stacking
display apparent precursory signals appearing at lag times earlier
than the lag times of surface waves. There are no apparent pre-
cursory signals in the 15-d CCFs based on our RMSR SS method.

These precursory signals in the 15-d CCFs from linear stacking
may be caused by some temporary noise sources outside of the
stationary-phase regions. Using 1 yr of noise data in the linear stack-
ing, these temporary noise sources become less dominant, which
could explain the less energetic precursory signals in the 1-yr CCFs;
while the reason for the absence of these sources in the 15-d CCFs
from our RMSR SS method could be that our RMSR SS method
effectively rejects these destructive sources in our stacking. We will
further discuss this matter in Section 5.

To illustrate the evolution of SNR with stacking duration, we
plot a curve of SNR variations as a function of stacking durations in
Fig. 5. As it is shown, SNRs of CCFs based on RMSR SS have much
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Figure 3. Distribution of seismic stations selected for the real-data application of our method. Red triangles represent stations from the Transportable Array,
and black triangles represent stations from the US backbone network. Several paths mentioned in Figs 4 and 8 are delineated. Station TA.109C mentioned in
Fig. 6 is denoted by the large red triangle.

Figure 4. Examples of CCFs between station pairs A12A-A17A and A12A-A18A. The paths between these two pairs of stations are delineated in Fig. 3. The
15 d of ambient noise data used for the 15-d CCFs here are recorded during 2008 January 1–15. The 1-yr data for linear stacking are noise data recorded in
2008. The blue rectangles outline the precursory signals appearing before the arrivals of surface wave signals.

higher SNR than those based on linear stacking, and the increasing
rate of SNR with stacking durations based on our method is much
quicker than that based on linear stacking. In addition, we also find
that the improvement of SNRs at long periods (50 and 100 s) based
on our RMSR SS method seems to be more significant compared
with those at short periods (20 and 30 s).

More examples of 15-d CCFs based on our method are plotted in
Fig. 6, compared with those based on 15-d CCFs using linear stack-
ing. The data used in these 15-d stacks are noise data recorded from
2007 September 1 to 15. The waveforms are filtered at a period
band of 25–35 s. As shown clearly, the CCFs from our method
have much higher SNRs than those based on traditional linear
stacking.

To statistically compare the efficiency of our method in raising
SNR compared with linear stacking, we stack the short-duration
CCFs to obtain stacks with stack durations ranging from 1 d to 2 yr.
Then, we calculate the SNR of all CCFs based on both linear stack-
ing and RMSR SS. Bensen et al. (2007) suggest that reliable phase
velocities can be extracted from CCFs with SNR larger than 10.
Thus, following their suggestion, here we calculate the percentage
of CCFs with SNR larger than 10. We plot one example of 30 s in
Fig. 7 to illustrate how much per cent of paths can be used in ANT.
Using our RMSR SS method, almost 100 per cent of EGFs have
SNR larger than 10 after one month stack, while the percentage
is only about 20 per cent based on traditional linear stacking. The
figure also shows that the percentage of 15-d CCFs with SNR > 10
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Figure 5. Evolutions of SNR as a function of stacking days at periods of (a) 20 s, (b) 30 s, (c) 50 s and (d) 100 s using RMSR SS and linear stacking. (a) and
(b) are for the station pair A12A-A17A with their interstation distance of 363 km; whereas (c) and (d) for the station pair O20A-LONY with their interstation
distance of 2789 km. The paths of the station pair A12A-A17A and the station pair O20A-LONY are delineated in Fig. 3.

based on our method is similar to the percentage of 1-yr CCFs with
SNR > 10 using classical linear stacking.

4.3 Comparisons of dispersion curves

The above section demonstrates that our RMSR SS method can
obtain high SNR CCFs using only around 15 d of ambient noise
data. One question arising is whether the dispersion curves from
CCFs based our RMSR SS method using such short durations of
ambient noise data are more reliable than those from linear stacking.
To address this question, we compare phase velocity dispersion
curves extracted from 15-d CCFs from our method with those from
the traditional linear stacking method. In the comparisons, we take
the dispersion curves measured from the 2-yr CCFs using linear
stacking as the reference phase velocity dispersion curves. Here,
we only use the dispersion measures from CCFs with SNR > 10.

We divide 1 yr of data recorded in 2007 into 24 non-overlapped
segments with two segments in each month. Thus, the number of

days in each segment varies from 14 to 16 d depending on the
number of days in each month. Two groups of 24 sets of CCFs
for each path are calculated using our RMSR SS method and the
traditional linear stacking method, respectively. Phase velocities are
measured from these two groups of the 24 CCFs using a Frequency-
Time Analysis (FTAN) method (Levshin & Ritzwoller 2001; Bensen
et al. 2007).

We evaluate the variation of phase velocities of the sets of 24
CCFs relative to the phase velocities measured from 2-yr CCFs
based on traditional linear stacking. Fig. 8 shows the variations of
phase velocities at 20 and 30 s periods for four selected pairs of
stations. Phase velocities from 15-d CCFs based on our RMSR SS
method oscillate slightly from the phase velocities measured from
2-yr CCFs, while those from 15-d linear stacks vary more con-
siderably from the reference phase velocities. In addition, SNRs
of 15-d linear stacks is much lower, and FTAN can only measure
phase velocities from a part of the sets of 24 CCFs; while we can
obtain phase velocity measurements from almost all of the 15-d
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Figure 6. Comparisons of the CCFs of tpthe same paths obtained from linear stacking (left) and RMSR SS (right) with 15 d of noise data. These cross-
correlations are for station pairs between station TA.109C and all other stations. The location of station TA.109C is denoted in Fig. 3.

Figure 7. The evolution of percentage of those CCFs having their SNRs larger than 10 as a function of stacking days. The CCFs used in this analysis are for
all the paths between all used stations. They are obtained using both RMSR SS and linear stacking, respectively. The evolution curves plotted here are for the
case of a 30 s period.

CCFs based on our RMSR SS method. To quantitatively evaluate
the variations of phase velocities, we calculate the means and the
standard deviations of these variations, which are plotted in the top
left corner of each panel in Fig. 8. It is clearly shown that the stan-
dard deviations of phase velocity variations measured from 15-d
CCFs using our RMSR SS method is much smaller than those from
15-d stacks using linear stacking.

To statistically evaluate the phase velocity variations of 15-d
CCFs from our method for all paths compared with those of 15-d
CCFs from linear stacking, we plot the histograms of both groups of
phase variations relative to the phase velocity measurements from
2-yr CCFs for all the paths together in Fig. 9. We plot the vari-
ation for periods ranging from 15 to 40 s here and calculate the
mean and the standard deviation of these variations for each period.
For both groups of CCFs from our RMSR SS and linear stacking,
means of phase velocity variations all tend to be zero. The standard
deviations for CCFs from our RMSR SS slightly increase from
0.38 per cent at 15 s to 0.64 per cent at 40 s; whereas the stan-
dard deviations for CCFs from linear stacking increase from 1.1 per
cent at 15 s to 1.29 per cent at 40 s, about twice of those standard

deviations from our RMSR SS. The above comparisons indicate
that our RMSR SS method can extract more accurate phase veloc-
ity measurements from ambient noise data than traditional linear
stacking.

Some earlier studies suggest that there are strong seasonal vari-
ations on ambient noise sources (e.g. Stehly et al. 2006; Yang &
Ritzwoller 2008). It is concerned that phase velocities measured
from CCFs using data of one season could be systematically bi-
ased relative to those measured from CCFs using 1 or 2 yr of noise
data. Thus, to investigate whether phase velocities measured from
our 15-d CCFs from different seasons systemically differ from or
are consistent with the phase velocities based on 2 yr of data, we
chose four sets of 15-d CCFs in four different seasons: namely 2007
March 16–30, June 16–30, September 16–30 and December 16–30.
These four periods include the spring equinox, the summer solstice,
the autumn equinox and the winter solstice, representing data in the
four seasons.

In Fig. 10, we plot the histograms of phase velocity variations of
our four sets of 15-d CCFs obtained by our RMSR SS method and
the linear stacking method relative to those of 2-yr CCFs obtained
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996 J Xie, Y Yang and Y Luo

Figure 8. Variations of phase velocities measured from each 15-d CCF in 2008 using linear stacking method (left) and using RMSR SS (right) relative to the
phase velocities measured from 1-yr CCFs of 2008 based on linear stacking for four selected paths. The lines of these four paths are plotted in Fig. 3. For each
path, the variations at 20 and 30 s periods are shown.
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Figure 9. Histograms of the differences of phase velocities measured from 15-d CCFs relative to phase velocities from 2-yr CCFs using linear stacking (VL).
Blue histograms show the deviation for CCFs based on RMSR SS, while grey histograms show the deviation for CCFs based on the linear stacking method.
The 15-d CCFs include all 15-d CCFs obtained within the 2-yr duration of 2007–2008.

by linear stacking. We choose three periods of 20, 30 and 40 s as
examples. As seen from the histograms, the distributions in dif-
ferent seasons from our RMSR SS method and the linear stacking
method nearly follow Gaussian functions with the means very close
to zero and the standard deviations very close to each other. We
also note that the standard deviations from our RMSR SS method
is about half of those from linear stacking, similar to these results
presented in Fig. 9. The similar distributions with nearly zero means
for phase velocities from different seasons suggest that there are no
systematic biases of phase velocity measurements from different
seasons.

Based on the comparisons of phase velocities between the 15-d
CCFs from RMSR SS and linear stacking, we can conclude that
our RMSR SS method can use much shorter time-series of am-
bient noise data to achieve reliable phase velocity measurements
compared to the traditional linear stacking method.

4.4 Comparisons of phase velocity maps

In addition to comparing the phase velocity dispersion curves di-
rectly, we also compare the phase velocity maps constructed using
15-d CCFs with those constructed by using 2-yr CCFs. We choose
an area extending from −125◦ E to −112◦ E and from 32◦ N to
48◦ N and parametrize it to a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid for tomography. We
choose CCFs with stations located in the selected region and inter-
station distances longer than three wavelengths. We use the same

regularization parameters in the tomography for the two data sets,
which implies that any differences between the two tomography
results purely result from the differences in data. We adopt the to-
mography method of Barmin et al. (2001) that has been applied to
numerous ANT studies before (e.g. Bensen et al. 2008; Moschetti
et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2017).
Fig. 11 shows one example of phase velocity maps at 30 s pe-
riod using phase velocity measurements based on 15-d CCF from
RMSR SS (left) and based 2-yr CCFs from linear stacking (mid-
dle). The histogram of differences between these two phase velocity
maps is plotted in the right of Fig. 11. The two sets of data generate
almost identical phase velocity maps with the mean of velocity dif-
ferences at 3.72 m s−1 (∼0.1 per cent) and the standard deviation at
9.96 m s−1 (∼0.27 per cent).

The above comparison of tomography results further validates
the accuracy of phase velocity measurements from the 15-d CCFs
based on our RMSR SS method.

5 D I S C U S S I O N S

In our RMSR SS method, by calculating the weight for each short-
duration CCF in stacking, we can reject low-quality CCFs which
does not constructively contribute to the recovery of EGFs. As
discussed in Section 2, the low-quality CCFs mostly result from
sources outside of stationary-phase zones. One question we intend to
investigate is that, when there are persistent sources located in some
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Figure 10. Histograms of the differences of phase velocities measured from four sets of selected 15-d CCFs relative to phase velocities from 2-yr CCFs using
linear stacking (VL). Blue histograms show the deviations for CCFs based on RMSR SS; while grey histograms show the deviations for CCFs based on the
linear stacking method. The four sets of 15-d CCFs use noise data in the four different seasons: namely 2007 March 16–30, June 16–30, September 16–30 and
December 16–30.
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Figure 11. Phase velocity maps at 30 s period constructed using 15-d CCFs from RMSR SS (left) and using 2-yr CCFs from linear stacking (middle). The
histogram of phase velocity differences between these two maps is plotted in the right.

local areas other than in the stationary-phase zones, such as those
persistent sources located near Kyushu Island, Japan, revealed by
Zeng & Ni (2010) and Zheng et al. (2011), whether our RMSR SS
method still can mitigate the effects from these sources and suppress
the precursory signals from these sources.

To investigate this problem, we perform another simulation with
the same station and source configurations following the simula-
tion presented in Section 2. For this case, we first generate 10 000
sources randomly distributed in time and space as described in
Section 2. In addition, we generate additional 1000 random noise
sources, which are randomly put in an area with an azimuth of
45◦–50◦ relative to the station line and 400–600 km away from
the centre of the station pair as shown in Fig 12(a). Following the
same procedures that we perform to obtain CCFs in the simulation
described in Section 2, we obtain the CCFs using our RMSR SS
method and the traditional linear stacking method and then plot
the CCFs in Fig. 12(b). As expected, in the CCFs obtained using
the traditional linear stacking method, we find there are precursory
signals resulting from the consistent sources outlined by the red
circle in Fig. 12(a), while there are no apparent precursory sig-
nals in the CCFs obtained by our RMSR SS method. Following
the method we describe in Section 2 to determine the source loca-
tions, we plot the sources retained for stacking and those rejected
in Figs 12(c) and (d), respectively. ∼80 per cent of the persistent
sources located outside of the stationary-phase zones are rejected.
The distribution of retained sources (Fig. 11c) is similar to the case
of the simulation in Section 2 (Fig. 1c), which explains why our
method can suppress the effects of persistent sources on the recovery
of EGFs.

In the above experiment, we use the model group velocity to
select the signals window. However, in real-data applications of our
method, estimated group velocities used to select signal windows
could be different from the real group velocities. Thus, we here
investigate how small deviations of estimated group velocity from
the real group velocity affect the effectiveness of our method in
rejecting the persistent sources shown in Fig. 12. To do so, we
vary the group velocities within a range of ±10 per cent from the
model velocity, which also changes the resulting signal windows
as shown in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information. The results
of these investigations are plotted in Fig. S1 in the Supporting
Information, which shows that varying the group velocity with a
10 per cent range does not change the SNRs of resulting CCFs very
much. However, as the estimated group velocity increases, the signal
window gradually approaches the time segment having the arrivals
of precursory signals from the persistence sources, which makes our
RMSR SS less effective in rejecting these persistent sources. Fig.
S1 in the Supporting Information shows the percentage of additional
sources out of stationary-phase zone rejected by RMSR SS. With
window speed increases, this value from ∼80 per cent to less than
50 per cent. Therefore, providing a more accurate model speed is
important to effectively reject consistent sources.

In our RMSR SS method, one key step is to choose the proper
signal time windows in the selection procedures. At periods longer
than 25 s, we can rely on the existing global velocity model, such as
GDM52 (Ekstrom 2011) to extract the group velocity information
for a station pair as we do for the real-data application in western
USA. For applications at shorter period bands, the average group
velocity model may not be readily available. For this case, one
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Figure 12. A simulation of randomly distributed noise sources with persistent sources. (a) The station and source configurations in this simulation are the
same as the case plotted in Fig. 1. In addition to 10 000 randomly distributed sources, additional 1000 random sources are generated in this simulation and
put randomly in a small patch indicated by the red circle to present persistent local sources. (b) CCFs obtained by RMSR SS and linear stacking using the
simulated noise. (c) The distribution of sources retained for stacking after RMSR SS. (d) The distribution of sources rejected. The solid blue lines outline the
stationary-phase zones, same as the one plotted in Fig. 2(b). Note that ∼80 per cent of the persistent noise sources are rejected.

can first obtain the cross-correlations using the traditional linear
stacking method and then arrange all the cross-correlations together
to define a group speed range which contains the signal window as
defined in Section 2.

However, it should be noted that the estimated group velocities
via this way could still deviate from real group velocities. Hence,
we here intend to systemically evaluate how the deviations of group
velocity and the different widths of signal windows affect the phase
velocity measurements from CCFs obtained using our RMSR SS
method. To do so, we use the synthetic data described in Section
3 as an example. We choose the signal arrival time of using group
velocities within a range of ±10 per cent from the real group ve-
locity of 3 km s−1, and we set the width of signal windows to
1–8 periods. The resulting phase velocity deviations from the model
phase velocities using different combinations of group velocity and
signal window widths are plotted in Fig. S2 in the Supporting Infor-
mation. In addition, we also plot the retention rate of sources within

the stationary-phase zone. As shown by Fig. S2(a) in the Support-
ing Information, the velocity deviations for our sections of group
velocities and signal window widths are all quite small, mostly less
than 1 per cent. And the optimal width of signal window used the
section process is about twice the period of interested surface waves,
which is consistent with the value we choose for applications of our
method to both synthetic and real data.

As shown by Harmon et al. (2007) and Yao et al. (2011), the first
high-mode surface waves can also be extracted from ambient noise
data recorded at oceanic bottom seismometers (OBS) at periods
less than 10 s. These studies show that the group velocities of the
fundamental and the first high-mode surface waves are different,
indicating the wave trains of different modes arrive at different time
lags in the CCFs. In this case, if one intends to use our method to
improve the retrieval of high-mode surface waves, different signals
windows for the fundamental- and the high-mode surface waves can
be used in our stacking and selection procedures.
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As ambient noise sources at different period band have different
distribution patterns, we filter ambient noise data at several narrow
period bands in our RMSR SS method in order to better screen
out the sources with different distribution patterns. In the real-data
applications of our method, we typically select the following slightly
overlapped period bands of 5–15, 14–26, 22–38, 31–50 and 40–70 s.
After completing the RMSR SS processing of each period band, we
form a broad-band CCF by stacking all CCFs at these different
period bands after normalizing the peak energy of them.

In performing CCFs, we cut the continuous time-series into 3-hr
segments. In principle, we tend to cut them as short as possible
to ensure we can select individual noise sources. However, due
to the presence of incoherent noise, if we cut data into too short
durations, the resulting cross-correlations of short segments may
not have any signals of coherent surface wave signals, which lead
to the invalidity of our RMSR SS method in judging if additional
CCFs in stacking would enhance or decrease the SNR of resulting
stacking. To explore the effects of segment length on the retrieval of
CCFs using our RMSR SS method, we conduct tests using different
segment lengths in data processing. In these tests, we using the
same synthetic data as described in Section 3. We use the segment
lengths of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 s in our data processing,
respectively. The test results are shown in Fig. S3 in the Supporting
Information. As seen in Fig. S3 in the Supporting Information,
with the increasing segment length, the retention percentage of
the sources in the stationary-phase zone generally decreases, and
more and more sources are incorrectly removed. Thus, in order to
ensure that there are some signals in each segment of continuous
waveform data, the length of a segment cannot be infinitely small.
The length should be the result of a balance between the total
lengths of time series and the strength of signals at each period
band.

6 C O N C LU S I O N S

In this study, we develop a method to improve the quality of cross-
correlations. In traditional linear stacking method, CCFs obtained
for short durations of time are all linearly stacked to form the
stacked CCFs. In our RMSR SS method, rather than stacking all
short-duration CCFs, we first calculate the ratio of surface wave
signal-to-noise-window rms and judge if a short-duration CCF con-
structively contributes to the recovery of EGFs or not. Then, we
only stack those CCFs positively contributing to the EGFs. By ap-
plying this method to synthetic data, we illustrate that this method
retains the contributing sources in stacking but reject sources not
contributing to the recovery of EGFs. In addition, to validate our
method, we apply our method to field data recorded by seismic
stations of USArray. We show that using only about 15 d of data,
our RMSR SS method can achieve the comparable SNR of cross-
correlations with those using about 2 yr of data in traditional linear
stacking. By comparing the dispersion curves obtained from our
CCFs with those from 2 yr of stacks, we show that our method can
obtain reliable phase velocities from CCFs.

The application of our RMSR SS method in ANT can dramati-
cally reduce the required time duration for cross-correlation, which
means the deployment duration of seismic stations can be short-
ened. In the case with a limited number of seismometers, shorter
deployment duration suggests that the density of station coverage
can be improved and the imaging resolution of a study region can
be improved by redeploying stations several times within a given
period of time.
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Supplementary data are available at GJI online.
Figure S1. (a) Distribution of random sources in the test. (b) CCFs
from RMSR SS method using different group velocities compared
with the CCF from the linear stacking method. (c) The rejection
rate of these persistent sources, located in the 45◦–50◦ azimuth,
by RMSR SS as a function of group velocity deviations used in
calculating the signal windows. The group velocity deviations are
relative to the model group velocity of 3.0 km s−1. The signal win-
dows determined by various group velocities are delineated by the
red dashed lines in (b).
Figure S2. The effects of group velocity deviation and widths of
signal windows on the phase velocity measurements from CCFs ob-
tained using our RMSR SS method. (a) Deviation of phase velocity
measurements as functions of signal window width and group ve-
locity. (b) The retention rate of the sources in the stationary-phase
zone as functions of signal window width and group velocity. Both
phase and group velocity deviations are relative to the model veloc-
ity of 3.0 km s−1. The period of signals is 10 s in this test.
Figure S3. (a) Distribution of 10 000 random noise sources. (b)
The percentage of noise sources incorrectly removed as a function
segment length. (c) The percentage of noise sources retained. (d)–
(h) Distribution of noise sources retained (left) and rejected (right)
for each case of segment length. The segment length is indicated at
the top of each diagram. The blue hyperbolas in the right of (d)–(h)
are calculated using the period of 10 s.
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